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Outline
• Running ZPIC in your computer
– Recall installation notes
• ZPIC toolkit
– Educational notebooks
– Landmark papers
• (Quick) introduction to LWFA
– What a laser wakefield accelerator is
– Why is it interesting?
• Modelling LWFA with PIC Codes
– Choice of normalization units
– Resolution and box size
– Simulation Particles
– Useful diagnostics
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Running ZPIC on your computer

Harvard Mark I - 1944
Rear view of Computing Section

Running ZPIC - Option 1 - compile from source
• Build from ZPIC source
– ZPIC itself has no external dependencies, and requires only a
C99 compliant C compiler
– gcc, clang and intel tested
– The code is open-source and hosted on GitHub
– https://github.com/ricardo-fonseca/zpic
• Build Python interface
– The Python interface requires a Python3 installation
– The interface also requires NumPy and Cython packages to be
installed
– Just use the Makefile in the python subfolder of the ZPIC
distribution
– This will also compile all of the ZPIC codes
• Using the Jupyter notebooks
– Requires a working Jupyter + Python installation
– Launch Jupyter and open one of the example notebooks
– Use either a browser of Visual Studio Code
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Running ZPIC - Option 2 - use a Docker container
• Install Docker desktop on your computer
– Available for free at:
– https://www.docker.com/products/docker-desktop
• Run the ZPIC image
– The ZPIC container image is hosted on DockerHub
– Open a terminal window and type the following
command
– > docker run -p 8888:8888 -t --rm zamb/zpic

– The first time you do it, it will download the ZPIC
container image. This can take a little time.
• Open a web browser on your computer and point it to the
appropriate port
– Type in the following as the address
– localhost:8888
– Get the [TOKEN] value from the output of the docker
run command
– The port number must match the docker run command
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Launch a ZPIC notebook
• Option 1 - Compile from source
i.Compile the code
ii.Launch the Jupyter notebook from the source folder:
> jupyter notebook LWFA1D.ipynb

• Option 2 - Use a Docker Container
i.Install Docker
ii.Launch the zpic container
> docker run -p 8888:8888 -t -v $PWD:/home/jovyan/work zamb/zpic

– This mounts the directory $PWD on the directory work on your container so you can save
changes to the existing notebooks or create new ones
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Using ZPIC Notebooks
• Jupyter notebooks
– Similar to Mathematica notebooks but for Python
– Run in a web browser
– Organized in a sequence of cells
– Each cell can contain Python code or annotations
• The code is runs inside the notebook
– Initialize the simulation
– Run to specified time
– Access simulation data directly to visualize output
– Several examples provided
• Saving simulation output not necessary
– Example simulations run in ~ 1 minute
– Visualize results in the notebook
– Interactively modify simulation parameters
– If required (e.g. for longer simulations) the code can
save simulation results to disk
– Files are saved in the ZDF format
– a Python module is provided to read these files
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ZPIC toolkit
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Classroom notebooks
• Since particle and fluid drifts
– ExB
– Diamagnetic
– Magnetic bottle
– …
• Wave propagation
– Electrostatic and electromagnetic waves
– Magnetized and un-magnetized plasmas
– Faraday rotation
– …
• Instabilities
– Two-stream
– Weibel
– …

Landmark papers

• Laser wakefield accelerator
– Tajima and Dawson’s paper
• Morse and Nielsen
– Weibel instability

Modelling Laser Wakefield Acceleration

Laser Wakefield Acceleration
3D Simulation using the OSIRIS code

A quick introduction to laser wakefield acceleration
Plasma wakefield
(acceleration structure)

Accelerated
electrons

Ultra-short laser

• GV/cm accelerations
• 10 GeV electrons/10 cm
plasma (demonstrated)
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A quick introduction to laser wakefield acceleration
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plosive. Two techniques in particular,

ence an electric field pulling it toward

LASER WAKEFIELD ACCELERATOR
A tabletop plasma accelerator consists of a high-intensity
laser beam focused on a supersonic jet of helium gas (left).
A pulse of the beam produces a plasma in the gas jet, and the
wakefield accelerates some of the dislodged electrons.
The resulting electron pulse is collimated and passed through
a magnetic field, which deflects the electrons by different
amounts according to their energy. The whole accelerator
can fi t on a four-foot-by-six-foot optical table.
Electron beams (panels at right) produced by the first
tabletop accelerator, at the Laboratory of Applied Optics at the
Ecole Polytechnique in France, illustrate how a major obstacle

was overcome. Although some electrons were accelerated to
100 MeV, the electron energies ranged all the way down to
0 MeV (a). Also, the beam diverged by about a full degree. In
contrast, the results from the recently discovered “bubble”
regime showed a
monoenergetic beam of
Electron
energy
spectra
about 180 MeV with a
b
a
much narrower angular
spread (b). Such a beam
is of greater use for
200
applications.
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LWFA first experiments
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LWFA linear collider

Plan for a plasma based linear collider
6. A 2-TeV electron–positron
Courtesy:Figure
Wim Leemans
et al.
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would be created by trapping in the vicinity of a gas jet at the

e+

ramics are being developed for mil

Reference length and time
Choose the normalization
Plasma sets reference

Plasma density is unity
• Normalize lengths to plasma skin depth
and frequency to plasma frequency

Laser sets reference

Reference laser frequency is unity
• Normalize plasma density to critical
density; length to inverse laser
wavenumber

Example

Example

• Plasma density np = 1018 cm-3

• Laser wavelength λ0=1μm

• Plasma frequency ωp ~ 5.64 × 1013 rad s-1

• Laser frequency ω0~2.34 ×1015 rad s-1

• Laser wavelength λ0 = 1 μm

• Critical frequency ncrit ~ 1.72 × 1021 cm-3

• Laser frequency ω0~2.34 ×1015 rad s-1

• Plasma density np=1018 cm-3

• Normalised laser frequency is ω0/ωp ~ 41.5

• Normalized plasma density np/ncrit ~ 5.8 × 10-4

Both (and other) normalizations are possible. In this session we will use the plasma as the reference!
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Choosing the spatial resolution
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– laser wavelength sets the laser scale length
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Simulation box dimensions
Box size
needs to be larger than the largest structure
• Simulations are done in a moving window
moving at the speed of light
– The simulation box does not need to hold the
entire propagation length
• Simulation box needs only to model the
relevant structures in the accelerator
– Laser driver and initial trailing buckets of
accelerating structure
• Box size determined by largest relevant
structures
– Longitudinally
– a few plasma wavelengths long
– > 4 λp ~ 25 c/ωp
– Transversely (2D)
– Laser pulse waist / transverse bubble size
– > 4 λp ~ 25 c/ωp
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Plasma
wave
λp ~2ᴨc/ωp

Laser length
TL ~ λp

Setting up the simulation: cells, particles
Particles per cell: ≫1 in 1D (e.g. 64) and around 10 in 2D

• Simulation grid
– Box length: L = 4 λp
– 20 points per laser wavelength
– Δx ~ λ0/20 ~ 0.18/20 = 0.009 c/ωp
– Number of cells ~ L / Δx ~ 2800 cells
• Simulation particles
– Number of particles per cell must resolve local
phasespace
– ≫1 in 1D (e.g. 64)
– ~ 10 in 2D
– Higher numbers improve phasespace resolution (detailed
distribution tails)
– Also reduces simulation noise
Longitudinal cells: 4 λp /(0.18/20 c/ωp) ~ 2800 cells (np = 1018 cm-3)
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Example box dimensions and resolution (normalized units)
Typical LWFA parameters
Normalized laser
vector potential (a0)
-

Quantity
Dimensional

Background plasma Plasma skin depth (c/wp) Laser wavelength Laser frequency
Laser Pulse
Laser spot-size
density (n0) [1/cm^3]
[microns]
(lL) [nm]
(wL) [rad/s]
Duration (st) [fs] (w0) [microns]
1,50E+19
1,68
800
2,35E+15
30
10

Normalized Units

4

1

1

0,476190476

10,75828707

6,55E+00

7,28E+00

Comment

-

-

wp=4,64x10^4xsqrt(n0)

lL/(c/wp)

wL/wp

st*wp

w0*wp/c

PIC simulation box size and resolutions

Laser
Plasma
Spot size [c/wp] Frequency (wL/wp) lp [c/wp]
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Criteria

-

-

-

Values

4,00

5,00

6,28

Lx [c/wp]
Larger than plasma
wavelength
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Ly [c/wp]

Simulation box
Dx [c/wp]

Dy [c/wp]

More than 4x laser at least 30 points per at least 30 points per laser
spot-size
laser wavelength
spot-size/plasma wavelength
32
0,04
0,13

#cells x

#cellx y

Lx/Dx

Ly/Dy

600
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Tajima and Dawson’s LWFA paper

Laser Wakefield Acceleration
3D Simulation using the OSIRIS code

Simulation initialisation
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pulse can create a weak of plasma oscillations through the
action of the nonlinear ponderomotive force. Electrons trapped in the wake can be accelerated to high energy. Existing glass lasers of power density lotsW/cm shone on plasmas of densities 10 8 cm can yield gigaelectronvolts of electron energy per centimeter
of acceleration distance. This acceleration mechanism is demonstrated through computer
simulation. Applications to accelerators and pulsers are examined.
An intense

electromagnetic

Collective plasma accelerators have recently
received considerable theoretical and experimental investigation.
Earlier Fermi' and McMillan' considered cosmic-ray particle acceleration by moving magnetic fields' or electromagnetic waves. ' In terms of the realizable laboratory technology for collective accelerators,
present-day electron beams' yield electric fields
of -10' V/cm and power densities of 10" W/cm'.
On the other hand, the glass laser technology is
capable of delivering a power density of 10"W/
cm', and, as we shall see, an electric field of
10' V/cm. We propose a mechanism for utilizing this high-power electromagnetic radiation
from lasers to accelerate electrons to high energies in a short distance. The details of this
mechanism are examined through the use of
computer simulation. Meanwhile, there have
been a few works for particle acceleration using
lasers. Chan considered electron acceleration
of the order of 40 MeV with comoving relativistic
electron beam and laser light. Palmer' discussed
an electron accelerator with lasers going through
a hebcal magnetic field. Willi. s' proposed a positive-ion accelerator with a relativistic electron
beam modulated by laser light.
A wave packet of electromagnetic radiation
(photons) injected in an underdense plasma excites an electrostatic wake behind the photons.
The traveling electromagnetic wave packet in a

the wavelength

I., =x

of the plasma waves in the make:

/2=ac/top.

• Initializing a ZPIC simulation
requires
An alternative
of

exciting the plasmon is to
inject two laser beams with slightly different
frequencies (with frequency difference h~ cop)
so that the beat distance of the packet becomes
2wc/~p. The mechanism for generating the wakes
can be simply seen by the following approximate
treatment. Consider the light wave propagating
in the x direction with the electric field in the
y direction. The light wave sets the electrons
into transverse oscillations. If the intensity is
not so large that the transverse motion does not
become relativistic, then the mean oscillatory
„)/a2mcu' where
energy is (bW~) = m(v, ')/2 = e'(Z—
the angular brackets denote the time average.
In picking up the transverse energy from the
light wave, the electrons must also pick up the
light wave's momentum (hp„) = (bWz, )/c. During
the time the light pulse passes an electron, it is
displaced in x a distance &x = (bv„7), where 7 is
the length of the light pulse. Once the light pulse
has passed, the space charge produced by this
displacement pulls the electron back and a plasma
oscillation is set up. The wake plasmon, which
propagates with phase velocity close to c [Eq.
(1)], can trap electrons. The trapped electrons
which execute trapping oscillations can gain a
large amount of energy when they accelerate
way

– Setting up the particle species (sets of particles)
– The number of species is arbitrary

– Setting up the simulation
– Grid / Box size
– Time step

– Add species
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-

Box and species

– Selecting the code version

• Additional steps
– Adding laser pulse

Run

External fields

– External field init.

Laser definitions

Initializing the
Simulation
initialisation
Simulation
- external e.m. fields
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Initializing the
Simulation
initialisation
Simulation
- transverse electron momentum
• Additional steps
– Laser injected on top of plasma

Run

– Set initial particle momentum in polarisation
direction

Custom py

– Canonical momentum conservation condition plasma initially at rest
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• This data is available as properties of the sim.emf
and sim.current objects
– Electric field
– sim.emf.E[x|y|z]
– Magnetic field
– sim.emf.B[x|y|z]
– Electric current
– sim.current.J[x|y|z]
• Each of these properties is available as a NumPy
array
– The array dimensions are the same as the
simulation grid
• Data can be plotted using any Python tool
– Matplotlib works fine
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Plot Ey (laser) and Ex wake field

Plotting data - laser and wakefield

• Particle data is available using the particles property
of each species object
– This will be a NumPy array of structures containing
– ix - the particle cell
– x - the particle position inside the cell
– ux, uy, uz - particle generalized velocities
• These can be easily used to produce a phase space
plot for the simulation
– Note that we have to convert the cell index /
position to simulation position
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Plot p1-x1 phase space

Plotting data - phase space

LWFA simulation design

Laser Wakefield Acceleration
3D Simulation using the OSIRIS code

Initialise ZPIC simulation of a LWFA (1D)
Box and resolution

L = 20c/ωp
Δx = L/nx = 20/1000 = 0,02
Species

x1 = 20c/ωp
28

Laser - physical parameters

Laser and moving window

Initialise ZPIC simulation of a LWFA (1D)
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Simulations performed in a moving window that travels at c

σt[fwhm] = 2c/ωp
ωL = 10ωp

• More lasers?
– add several sim.add_laser(…) sections
– 1D only (so far)

a0 = 1

Useful diagnostics

• Plasma density

– Wave structure and particle loading
• Longitudinal electric field
– Accelerating / decelerating fields
– Useful engineering formula for denormalization:
– Eaccel [V/m] =
0.96xn01/2[cm-3]*Esim
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Plot Ex and ne

– Charge density of the background
plasma

Plasma density and longitudinal electric field
Simulations performed in a moving window that travels at c
Particle injection

decelerating field when E>0!

Plasma oscillating in the laser field

Plasma wave
accelerating field is when E<0!
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Useful diagnostics - Phasespace

– Show particle momenta as a function of
position
– Most common is u1/x1
– Wave structure and particle acceleration
• Useful de-normalization formula
– (ultra-relativistic) electron energy
– E [MeV] = p1 x 0.5 ~ gamma x 0.5
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Plot p1x1 phasespace

• Particle phasespace

Particle acceleration and deceleration
In plasma based acceleration: Energy [me c2] = ɣ - 1 ≃ ɣ ≃ u1 [me c]
Trapped particles being accelerated

energy gain (u1 > 0)

Particles oscillating in the laser field

energy loss (u1 < 0)

Plasma oscillating in the wakefield
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LWFA simulation in 2D
2D simulation box

Lx2 = 25.6 c/ωp

2D simulation initialisation

nx2 = 128

nx1 = 1000

Lx1 = 20 c/ωp
34

LWFA simulation in 2D
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Useful diagnostics in 2D - Transverse electric fields
• Transverse electric fields
– Laser pulse

• Also laser pulse
– In this example the laser was polarized
out of the plane
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Plot 2D grid diagnostics

– Transverse wave structure

Focusing fields: non relativistic particles
E⟂ is the focusing force for non-relativistic particles [(v × B / c)⟂ ≪ E⟂]

electron focusing when E>0 (red)

electron focusing when E<0 (blue)

Simulations performed in a moving window that travels at c
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Focusing fields: Ultra-relativistic particles
Focusing force for a ultra-relativistic particle:
Er + v|| × Bϴ/c ≃ Er - Bϴ

relativistic electron focusing when E2-B3 > 0 (red)

electron focusing when E2-B3 < 0 (blue)
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Suggestions
• Increase laser a0
– Observe that the amplitude of the plasma wave grows
– What happens to the plasma density in 2D?
– Presence of wavebreaking and electron injection

• Decrease (normalized) laser frequency
– Equivalent to increase plasma density
– When is the laser reflected by the plasma?
• Dynamics of injected electron beam
– Add external e-/e+ beam (see PWFA notebook)
– Where is the beam simultaneously focused and accelerated?
• Use up-ramps and down-ramps
– Down-ramps can induce electron trapping and acceleration
– Can you observe this mechanism?
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Overview

CERN Large Hadron Collider
Accelerator Tunnel

At the end of this session, I should be able to

• Understand the importance of laser plasma accelerators
– Compact accelerators
– Applications related to light sources are on the way

• Setup laser wakefield acceleration simulation
– Understand how to choose box size and resolutions
– Setup simulations in 1D and 2D
– Plot key diagnostics (fields, plasma, phasespace)
• Interpret diagnostics
– Electro dynamics in electric fields
– Use “denormalization” engineering formulas
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ZPIC website
ricardo-fonseca.github.io/zpic

